formed the memory in an optical waveguide, which could enable integrated devices to be built. More significantly though, the authors' approach 1,2 to quantum memories using cryogenic rare-earth-ion-doped crystals is rapidly developing and has already surpassed the storage bandwidths 2 , capacities 8 , efficiencies 9 and storage times 10 of other approaches. Such cryogenic rare-earth-ion-doped systems have already been studied for classical optical signal processing because of these systems' large ratio of inhomogeneous to homo geneous broadening 11 for their optical absorption lines. That is, the optical absorption linewidth of each dopant atom is very narrow, whereas the linewidth of the ensemble of dopants can be very large. This makes them very suitable systems for photon echoes, which is where the dopants emit a pulse of light (echo) in response to earlier applied light pulses. In particular, photon echoes allow signal processing with simultaneous large bandwidth, determined by ensemble linewidth, and high resolution, determined by singledopant linewidth. The rapid advances of rareearth quantum memories have been, in large part, due to the development of photon-echo techniques, which are suitable for preserving quantum states of light.
Although the storage of entanglement in a solid is a significant step, the efficiencies and storage times in the entanglement-storage experiments of Clausen et al. 1 and Saglamyurek et al. 2 need to be improved; they are currently inferior to those that can be achieved in a small spool of optical fibre. 
CIRCAdIAN RHYTHMS

Redox redux
Oscillations in gene transcription that occur in response to biological daily clocks coordinate the physiological workings of living organisms. But turnover in cellular energy may be sufficient to make the clock tick. See Article p.498 & Letter p.554
J O S E P H B A S S & J O S E P H S . TA K A H A S H I
L ast spring, a visitor at the biennial meeting of the Society for Research on Biological Rhythms in Florida approached the geneticist Sydney Brenner inquiring as to what it was that scientists studying circadian rhythms actually do. With a glimmer in his eye, Brenner responded that the meeting concerned "those things that only happen once each day". Indeed, all forms of life undergo circadian (roughly 24-hour) fluctuations in energy availability that are tied to alternating cycles of light and darkness. Biological clocks organize such internal energetic cycles through transcription-translation feedback loops. But two papers 1, 2 in this issue show that, in both humans and green algae, rhythmic cycles in the activity of peroxiredoxin enzymes can occur independently of transcription.
Biological circadian oscillators have long been recognized as a self-sustained phenomenon, their 24-hour length being both invariant over a wide range of temperatures and responsive to light. Early indications that genes underlie the clocks came 3 from the isolation of mutant fruitflies carrying altered, and yet heritable, circadian rhythms. This and subsequent work 4, 5 established that endogenous molecular clocks consist of a transcriptiontranslation feedback loop that oscillates every 24 hours in cyanobacteria, plants, fungi and animals.
Although the specific clock genes are not evolutionarily conserved across distinct phyla, their architecture is similar. The forward limb of the clock involves a set of transcriptional activators that induce the transcription of a set of repressors. The latter comprise the negative limb, which feeds back to inhibit the forward limb. This cycle repeats itself every 24 hours (Fig. 1) .
Energetic cycles are one type of physiological process that shows transcription-dependent circadian periodicity 6, 7 ; such cycles include the alternating oxygenic and nitrogen-fixing phases of photosynthesis, and the glycolytic and oxidative cycles in eukaryotes (organisms with nucleated cells). The idea that biochemical flux per se may couple circadian and energetic cycles was first suggested by McKnight and colleagues 8 , who showed that varying the redox state of the metabolic cofactor NAD(P) affects the activity of two clock proteins, and it gained further support from subsequent studies [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . But exactly how transcriptional and nontranscriptional cycles may be interrelated was still not fully understood.
To address this relationship, O'Neill and Reddy 1 (page 498) examined the rhythmic properties of human red blood cells (RBCs). In their mature form, these cells lack both a nucleus and most other organelles, including energy-producing mitochondria. They function mainly as oxygen shuttles, utilizing the protein haemoglobin as the delivery vehicle.
Some of the most abundant proteins in mature RBCs are the evolutionarily conserved enzymes of the peroxiredoxin family, which can inactivate reactive oxygen species (ROS). Class-2 peroxiredoxins contain a cysteine amino-acid residue in their active site that undergoes oxidation when ROS accumulate. This results in the enzyme's transition from a monomeric to a dimeric state. Excess ROS accumulation induces the formation of even higher-order oligomers. Peroxiredoxin function is essential for RBC survival, as defects in the expression or activity of these enzymes lead to the breakdown of the cells.
A previous survey 15 searching for proteins that show circadian rhythms of expression in liver identified peroxiredoxins. In their study, O'Neill and Reddy 1 monitored the monomerdimer transition of these proteins in RBCs from three humans. They observed two main circadian features in these enucleated cells. First, the oligomerization pattern was selfsustained over several cycles within an approximate 24-hour period and was not affected by temperature. Second, peroxiredoxin oxidation cycles were synchronized in response to temperature cycles, a property called entrainment that is a hallmark of circadian oscillators.
These results, which should be confirmed by replication in larger numbers of individuals, clearly show that circadian patterns of peroxiredoxin oxidation persist even in the absence of gene transcription. To rule out the contribution of other, nucleated, blood cells, the authors show that inhibitors of translation (cycloheximide) and transcription (α-amanitin) do not interfere with the peroxiredoxin oxidation rhythm.
In seeking to connect the observed peroxiredoxin oxidation rhythm with the broader physiological functions of RBCs, O'Neill and Reddy also examined the oligomeric transitions of haemoglobin. They detected a rhythmic pattern in the dimer-tetramer transition of haemoglobin, which suggests that the oxygen-carrying capacity of an RBC also exhibits circadian variation. Whether cycles of haemoglobin oxidation similarly show temperature compensation and responsiveness -and the robustness of such oscillations -remains unknown.
What drives the rhythmic cycles of oligomerization for peroxiredoxin and haemoglobin? One possibility is flux in metabolic cycles such as glycolysis -the only source of energy in RBCs. Indeed, O'Neill and Reddy report weak oscillations in the levels of ATP, the cellular energy molecule that can be generated by glycolysis. Nonetheless, further analyses are necessary to determine the exact relationship between oxidation-state transitions and energy production.
Rhythmic variation in levels of NAD(P)H, albeit of low amplitude, also corresponded with the variation in oligomerization state of both peroxiredoxin and haemoglobin 1 -a finding that points to this reduced form of NAD(P) as being a cofactor coupling energy flux with changes in the oxidation of these proteins. This observation echoes those of previous studies The authors took advantage of a curious observation -that simply maintaining O. tauri out of the light suspends all gene transcription. Shifting this microorganism back into the light reinitiates transcription and restarts the clock. However, the clock does not simply reset following transfer into light at any time of day. Instead, it begins ticking again according to the time when the lights were switched off initially. In other words, the alga seems to keep track of time even in the dark, when transcription has ceased. This implies that other mechanisms in the cell provide a 'sense of time' independent of gene transcription.
To investigate how O. tauri senses time, O'Neill et al. tested the idea that the persistence of oscillations in peroxiredoxin oxidation may offer a clue to the 'invisible' factor responsible for keeping time in the absence of transcription. In contrast to the previously established 'transcriptional' oscillator of O. tauri, peroxiredoxin oscillation was still detected in the dark, further proving pharmacologically that the enzyme's rhythm is independent of new gene or protein synthesis. Exploring the interrelationship between transcriptional-feedback oscillators and post-transcriptional mechanisms, the authors show that drugs that inhibit transcription affect circadian oscillation within restricted phases of the daily cycle.
So, are RBCs and O. tauri exceptions to the generally accepted idea that the origins of biological clocks can be traced to genetic mechanisms? Intriguingly, O'Neill and Reddy 1 find that peroxiredoxin rhythms were altered in mouse embryonic connective-tissue cells harvested from mutant animals possessing a genetically disrupted clock. This indicates that, in nucleated cells, transcriptional and non-transcriptional oscillators are normally coupled. Similarly, cyclic phosphorylation of the protein KaiC, which can occur in the absence of transcription 16 , is coupled with transcriptional rhythms in intact cyanobacteria 17 . The provocative models provided by these studies 1,2 return us to the question of the interdependence of circadian and energetic systems: just how do these processes communicate reciprocally? The cofactor signalling molecules that link the two systems remain of great interest, especially given the potential role of circadian disruption in metabolic disorders. Besides, the fact that oscillators exist in the absence of transcription does not negate the selective advantage that circadian genes confer. At the very least, these genes enhance organismal adaptation to the energetic environment. ■ 
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Diabetes in India
With the spread of fast-food outlets and more sedentary lifestyles, the prevalence of diabetes in India is rising alarmingly. But the subpopulations at risk and the symptoms of the disease differ from those in the West.
ndia, the world's second most populous country, now has more people with type 2 diabetes (more than 50 million) than any other nation. The problem has been well documented in a battery of recent papers [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . These publications were foreshadowed by studies of previously Westernized Indian populations elsewhere, and they illuminate distinctive features of diabetes in India.
Type 2 diabetes results from a genetic predisposition and from lifestyle factors, especially those of the so-called Western lifestyle, characterized by high calorie intake and little exercise. Also known as non-insulin-dependent or adult-onset diabetes, this form of the disease is far more common than type 1 (insulindependent or juvenile-onset) diabetes. Until recently, type 2 diabetes -henceforth simply 'diabetes' -was viewed as a disease of overfed, sedentary people of European ancestry. But it is now exploding around the world owing to the spread of Western habits.
Hints of trouble ahead came from observations of diabetes epidemics in emigrant Indian communities that achieved affluence long before Indians in India [1] [2] [3] 7 . Those communities include ones in Fiji, Mauritius, Singapore, South Africa, Surinam, Tanzania and Britain. For instance, in the 1830s, Indians were brought to Mauritius for physically demanding work on sugar plantations. By the 1980s, the decline in world sugar prices had led the Mauritian government to promote industrialization and the export of manufactured goods, which in turn led to increasing affluence and decreasing physical activity for the local population.
As a result, between 1982 and 1986 deaths due to diabetes tripled, and by 1987 reached 13% in the Mauritius Indian community 7, 8 . (By contrast, prevalence remained much lower in the even more affluent Mauritius European community, illustrating the role of genetic factors.) Today, Mauritius enjoys a per capita income four times that of India but suffers from the world's second highest national prevalence of diabetes, 24%. Those developments led Zimmet 8 to prophesy in 1996: "If over the next few decades the people in India become modernized to a similar level of those in Mauritius and other countries inhabited by Asian Indians, one could expect dramatically increased diabetes rates in India. "
That prophecy has already been grimly fulfilled. In 2010, the average age-adjusted prevalence of diabetes in India was 8%, higher than that in most European countries 1 . By contrast, surveys in 1938 and 1959, in large Indian cities that are today diabetes strongholds, yielded prevalences of just 1% or less. Only in the 1980s did those numbers start to rise, first slowly and now explosively 5, 6, 9, 10 . The reasons are those behind the diabetes epidemic worldwide. One set of factors is urbanization, a rise in living standards and the spread of calorie-rich, fatty, fast foods cheaply available in cities to rich and poor alike. Another is the increased sedentariness that has resulted from the replacement of manual labour by service jobs, and from the advent of video games, television and computers that keep people seated lethargically watching screens for hours every day. Although the specific role of TV has not been quantified in India, a study in Australia 11 found that each hour per day spent watching TV is associated with an 18% increase in cardiovascular mortality (much of it associated with diabetes), even after controlling for other risk factors such as waist circumference, smoking, alcohol intake and diet. But those factors notoriously increase with TV watching time, so the true figure must be even larger than the 18% estimate.
In India, a wide range of outcomes for different groups 9,10 is buried within the average diabetes prevalence of 8%. Prevalence is only 0.7% for non-obese, physically active, rural Indians. It reaches 11% for obese, sedentary, urban Indians; and it peaks at 20% in the Ernakulam district of Kerala, one of India's most urbanized states. Among lifestyle factors predicting the incidence of diabetes in India, some are familiar from the West, whereas others turn expectations upside down 9, 10 . As in the West, diabetes in India is associated with obesity, high blood pressure and sedentariness. But prevalence of the disease is higher among affluent, educated, urban Indians than among poor, uneducated, rural people: exactly the opposite of trends in the West, although similar to the situation in other developing countries. For instance, Indians with diabetes are more likely to have undergone higher education, and less likely to be illiterate, than their healthy compatriots. In 2004, the prevalence of diabetes averaged 16% 
